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a b s t r a c t

The role of organo-mineral interactions, microbial dynamics, and vertical plant input profiles are hy-
pothesized to be important in controlling soil organic matter (SOM) stocks and dynamics. To test this
hypothesis, we enhanced and applied a model (Biotic and Abiotic Model of SOM e BAMS1) that rep-
resents microbial dynamics and organo-mineral interactions integrated with a multiphase reactive
transport solver for variably saturated porous media. The model represents aqueous chemistry, aqueous
advection and diffusion, gaseous diffusion, sorption processes, bacterial and fungal activity, and arche-
typal monomer- and polymer-carbon substrate groups, including dead cell wall material. This model
structure is fundamentally different, and produces different SOM dynamics, than the pseudo-first order
relationships that are used in most site- and global-scale terrestrial SOM models. We simulated two
grasslands, a seven-site chronosequence (~3.9e240 Ky) in Northern California, and a Russian Chernozem
site where soils were sampled 100 years apart. We calibrated the model's vertically-resolved soil bulk
specific surface area (SBSSA) using observed bulk SOM content, and then tested the model against
observed D14C profiles. The modeled microbial processes, organo-mineral interactions, and vertical
aqueous transport produced realistic vertically-resolved predictions of bulk SOM content, D14C values of
SOM, lignin content, and fungi-to-aerobic bacteria biomass ratios. Using sensitivity analyses, we found
that vertical carbon input profiles were important controls over the D14C depth distribution. Shallower
carbon input profiles lead to older carbon at depth. In addition, the SBSSA was the dominant control over
the magnitude and vertical distribution of SOM stocks. The findings of this study demonstrate the value
of explicitly incorporating microbial activity, sorption, and vertical transport into land models to predict
SOM dynamics.

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Global soil carbon stocks are approximately three times as large
as the carbon stocks in either the atmosphere or terrestrial vege-
tation (Schmidt et al., 2011). This carbon may be vulnerable to
decomposition and release to the atmosphere due to environ-
mental changes (e.g., thermokarst, warming). Predicting long-term
changes in soil carbon storage and feedbacks with climate change
requires understanding how soil organic matter (SOM) dynamics
vary vertically within the soil column (Schmidt et al., 2011; Koven
et al., 2013; Riley et al., 2014).
ciences Area, Lawrence
01, United States.
Mineral surfaces interact chemically with dissolved organic
carbon (DOC) and help stabilize soil organic carbon (SOC)
(Greenland, 1971; Jagadamma et al., 2012; Lutzow et al., 2006;
Sibanda and Young, 1986; Sollins et al., 1996; Trumbore, 1997).
The proportion and persistence of organic compounds that are at
least partially protected against decomposition on soil mineral
surfaces depends on several factors, including the chemical
composition of the substrate, texture, mineralogy, pH, temperature,
soil aggregates, and hydrologic transport (Conant et al., 2011;
Gjettermann et al., 2008; Jardine et al., 1989, 1990; Kalbitz et al.,
2003; Kothawala and Moore, 2009; Moore and Turunen, 2004;
Six et al., 2004). Organo-mineral interactions may be especially
important below the active root zone (Ahrens et al., 2015; Kalbitz
et al., 2000, 2003; Masiello et al., 2004; Sanderman et al., 2008;
Torn et al., 1997a) and in deeper horizons with iron, aluminum,
and clay-rich minerals (Jardine et al., 1989, 1990, 2006; Kothawala
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et al., 2009). These findings may partially explain the observed
wide range of SOM residence times among sites, but it is presum-
able that interactions with mineral surfaces introduce more
complexity than currently represented in terrestrial carbon cycle
models.

Most land models apply a pseudo-first-order representation for
soil organic matter (SOM) dynamics, with several SOM ‘pools’ with
explicit turnover times that are dynamically affected by tempera-
ture and moisture (e.g., Century (Parton et al., 1987, 2010), RothC
(Jenkinson and Coleman, 2008)). Some of these models also
represent the role of mineral protection by modifying the propor-
tional transfers between pools and the explicit turnover times as a
function of mineralogy, usually clay content (Jenkinson and
Coleman, 2008; Parton et al., 2010). To our knowledge, organo-
mineral interactions are represented explicitly in only one global
land model (Sulman et al., 2014). Sulman et al. (2014) argued that
organo-mineral interactions help explain SOM responses in Free-
Air CO2 Enrichment (FACE) experiments and have global implica-
tions for future terrestrial carbon stocks. Recently, Ahrens et al.
(2015) used a site-scale model (COMISSION) and observations
from a site in Bavaria to demonstrate that SOC persistence is
controlled by mineral surface stabilization and cyclic microbial
assimilation and release. Our previous workwith the BAMS1model
(Biotic and Abiotic Model of SOM; (Riley et al., 2014)) had similar
conclusions. However, these models apply different approaches for
sorption: Riley et al. (2014) applied separate adsorption and
desorption rates to represent mineral-protected carbon, Sulman
et al. (2014) described protected carbon with a first order turn-
over rate, and Ahrens et al. (2015) used a Langmuir sorption
approach.

The level of model complexity required to accurately predict
SOC dynamics under a changing climate remains unsettled (e.g.,
Allison et al., 2010; Luo et al., 2015; Parton et al., 2010). Riley et al.
(2014) showed that representing modest microbial diversity,
organic chemistry, and a reasonable combination of sorption pa-
rameters led to good matches with observed soil organic carbon
profiles without resorting to an arbitrary depth-dependent decline
in SOM turnover rates, as is often done in existing SOM models.
Upon this premise, exploring this modeling philosophy may lead to
valuable characterization of vertically-resolved soil organic matter,
transport, mineral surface interaction, and microbial ecological
interactions. In this work, we applied BAMS1, which includes a
microbially mediated SOM reaction network with two microbial
functional groups (heterotrophic aerobic bacteria and fungi) and
several polymer and monomer species. Dynamic adsorption and
desorption with a surface complexation model were added to the
model for this work.

The specific objectives of this study are to (1) explore and
quantify how bulk mineral properties affect carbon stocks and
residence times of soil organic matter and (2) identify dominant
controls for carbon stocks and inventory. We used sensitivity ana-
lyses and comparisons with published data to investigate controls
on soil carbon stocks and turnover across a seven-site marine-
terrace grassland chronosequence in California (Masiello et al.,
2004) and in a Chernozem steppe grassland site in Russia (Torn
et al., 2002).

2. Methodology and model inputs

2.1. Chronosequence terrace sites in Northern California

This chronosequence comprises seven terraces on the northern
California coast (between 38� to 42� N and 122� to 125� W) that
were formed on the same type of beach deposits but have soil
development ages of 3.9, 29, 40,118,124,124, and 240 ky, leading to
significant differences in texture and mineralogical composition.
We identify the Chronosequence Terrace (CT) sites as: CT-3.9ky, CT-
29ky, CT-40ky, CT-118ky, CT-124ky-1, CT-124ky-2, and CT-240ky.
Soil class ranges from mixed sandy soil (CT-3.9ky) to coarse
loamy (CT-29ky) to fine loamy (CT-40ky to CT-240ky) along the
chronosequence. Clay content increases in CT sites with the age; for
example, soils on CT-3.9ky and CT-29ky have 5% and 15%maximum
clay content, respectively. Soils on CT-40ky, CT-118ky, CT-124ky-1,
CT-124ky-2, and CT-240ky have at least 25e30% maximum clay
content (Merritts et al., 1991). Soils at the CT sites have been clas-
sified on the taxonomic soil order as Alfisols (Chadwick et al., 1990).
The sites have a cool Mediterranean climate, with mean annual air
temperature of 12

�
C and mean annual precipitation of 1000 mm

(Masiello et al., 2004; Merritts et al., 1991). These chronosequence
terraces can be used to compare the effect of soil mineralogy and
development while holding climate, vegetation, and other soil-
forming factors relatively constant.

Merritts et al. (1991) described the soil development and
mineralogy of these terraces in detail. The older sites are clay-rich
and contain crystalline forms of iron-rich minerals. Total SOM
content and SOM radiocarbon (D14C) were measured in one soil
profile in each of the seven terraces (Masiello et al., 2004).
Measured bulk SOM content is the lowest in the CT-3.9ky site, in-
termediate in the CT-29ky and CT-40ky sites, and highest in the
older sites (CT-118ky, CT-124ky-1, CT-124ky-2, and CT-240ky)
(Masiello et al., 2004). Because the older sites have experienced
more weathering and have higher clay content as compared to
younger sites, they present more mineral surface area available to
sorb organic carbon (Mayer, 1994).

2.2. Modern and 100-year-old-soil archives in Russian steppe sites

The Russian steppe soils are classified as Mollisols on the taxo-
nomic soil order and have relatively large carbon stocks. The soil on
these sites are characterized as clay-loam and granular to sub-
granular structure along the depth; clay content ranges from 24%
to 30% in these sites (Torn et al., 2002). Several studies have been
conducted in this region to better understand soil carbon stocks
and turnover (Guenet et al., 2013; Torn et al., 2002). We used data
from the Kammenaya Steppe Preserve (51� 020 N, 40� 430 E). The
vegetation was typical steppe prairie, dominated by herbaceous
perennials with some woody perennials. The sampling sites have a
mean annual temperature of 6.4

�
C and mean annual precipitation

of 520 mm, with approximately 25% as snow. The snow cover
typically lasts for slightly more than three months. SOM content
and D14C values were measured in three soil profiles (Archive, Pit1,
and Pit2 soils) at this site. SOM content decreases from about 8%
near the surface to less than 1% at 1.5 m depth.

2.3. Carbon decomposition reaction network

To investigate how organo-mineral interactions influence SOM
storage and dynamics, we modified the BAMS1 model (Riley et al.,
2014) by incorporating a surface complexation model and reducing
the complexity of monomer speciation (Fig. 1; Table 1). The
modified BAMS1 includes a mechanistic representation of sorption
processes. The reaction network consisted of (1) three groups of
organic polymers (i.e., cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin); (2) one
representative simple organic monomer (or dissolved organic car-
bon (DOC)); (3) fungal and bacterial biomass; and (4) Dead Cell
Wall Material (DCWM). However, we have not considered differ-
ences in chemical composition of DCWM between fungi and bac-
teria at this point, but we acknowledge the potential importance of
such a distinction. Above and belowground litter and root exudates
are partitioned between polymers and monomers and represent
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Fig. 1. Modified BAMS1 reaction Network Diagram. Bacteria and Monomers stand for heterotrophic aerobic bacteria and dissolved monomeric organic carbon, respectively; DCWM
stands for “Dead Cell Wall Material”.

Table 1
Parameters defining the decomposition of organic matter pools by bacteria and fungi for maximum specific consumption rate (m), assimilation-to-respiration ratio (e), and
yield (Y) (modified from (Riley et al., 2014)).

Bacteriaa

Y (mg carbon mg�1)

Fungia

Y (mg carbon mg�1)m (s�1) e (-) Y (g wet-biomass mol�1) m (s�1) e (-) Y (g wet-biomass mol�1)

Organic Monomers 2.32e-7 0.08 67.2 0.3 e e e e

Lignin e e e e 4.20e-9 0.018 84.0 0.5
Cellulose e e e e 5.46e-9 0.001 84.0 0.5
Hemicellulose e e e e 1.68e-8 0.039 84.0 0.5
DCWM 3.98e-12 0.018 48.0 e e e e

a Mortality of bacteria and fungi contribute to DCWM. Biomass death rate of bacteria is 2.32e-7 s�1, and biomass death rate of fungi is 7e-9 s�1 (Riley et al., 2014).
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the carbon inputs to the system (Table 1). The decomposition of
1 mol of organic monomer yields Y (g wet-biomass mol�1) mi-
crobial biomass. The fraction of carbon present in the substrate that
is assimilated by microbes is defined as the assimilation-to-
respiration ratio (e) (Table 1). The fraction (1-e) of organic mono-
mers is respired as CO2 (Riley et al., 2014).

BAMS1 includes fungi and aerobic bacteria functional groups.
Although substantially underrepresenting functional diversity in
soils, this approach is practical given limits on observations for
more detailed parameterization while maintaining the governing
ecological functions in the ecosystem (Goldfarb et al., 2011). These
microbial groups are assigned affinities to decompose plant litter
and SOM (DeAngelis et al., 2013; Neely et al., 1991; Romaní et al.,
2006; Thevenot et al., 2010) and on death produce dissolved
organic monomer and DCWM (Frostegard and B�a�ath, 1996).

The model assumes that aerobic heterotrophic bacteria (BA) use
organic monomers as a source of carbon for biomass growth and
maintenance, leading to biomass yield and CO2 production (Fig. 1).
Fungi are assumed to excrete exoenzymes, in proportion to their
biomass, that depolymerize polymers into monomers for assimi-
lation (Ahrens et al., 2015; Sulman et al., 2014). Transporter enzyme
levels are also assumed proportional to biomass, leading to
Michaelis-Menten-Monod growth kinetics, as described in Section
2.4.

A set of aqueous primary (e.g., monomers, cellulose) and sec-
ondary (aqueous and surface complexes and gaseous) species were
defined that participated in the biogeochemical reaction network
(Reed, 1982; Steefel and Lasaga, 1994; Yeh and Tripathi, 1991). The
relationship between primary and secondary species is expressed as:

Pi ¼
XNc

j¼1

vijPj i ¼ 1;…;NR (1)

where P represents chemical species, NC is the number of primary
species, j is the primary species index, i is the secondary species
index, NR is the number of reactions (one per each secondary
species), and vij is the stoichiometric coefficient of the jth primary
species in the ith reaction.
2.4. Biological reaction rates

The microbial decomposition rate of substrate Ci is calculated
using Michaelis-Menten kinetics (e.g., German et al., 2012; Riley
et al., 2014). We note that Michaelis-Menten kinetics may be an
inappropriate representation in complex substrate-consumer net-
works (Tang and Riley, 2013); this potential complication is dis-
cussed in Section 4.4. Kinetic reactions among primary species,
which include aqueous and sorption reaction kinetics and
biodegradation, were represented using a general rate law:

ri ¼
XM
s¼1

2
4ki;s �YNi

j¼1

�
g
vi;j
j Cvi;j

j

�
�
YNm

k¼1

 
Ci;k

KMi;k þ Ci;k

!35 (2)

where ri is the reaction rate of the ith reaction with the number of
mechanisms or pathways ranging from s ¼ 1 to M; k, gj, and Cj
denote the rate constant, activity coefficient, and concentration of
species j, respectively; and vi,j, Ni, Nm, Ci,k represent the stoichio-
metric coefficient, number of reacting species in the forward rate
term (product terms), number of Monod factors (Michaelis-Menten
terms), and the concentration (mol L�1) of the kth Monod species,

respectively. The first [ki;s], second [
YNi

j¼1

ðgvi;jj Cvi;j
j Þ], and third

[
YNm

k¼1

 
Ci;k

KMi;k þ Ci;k

!
] terms on the right-hand side of Equation (2) are

referred to as the rate constants, product terms, and Michaelis-
Menten terms, respectively (e.g., Curtis, 2003).
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2.5. Surface complexation modeling

Adsorption and desorption of SOC depend on characteristics of
the organic molecules, soil mineral surfaces, and aqueous chemis-
try (Dudal and G�erard, 2004; Goldberg et al., 2007). There are
various approaches for representing sorption processes, including
kinetic and equilibrium adsorption isotherms (e.g., linear, Lang-
muir, Freundlich), and thermodynamic surface complexation
models (e.g., Diffuse Layer Model) (Hiemstra et al., 1989; Sahai and
Sverjensky, 1997a, 1997b). Several studies have found that DOC
sorption onto mineral surfaces can be described by a Langmuir
isotherm (Gu et al., 1994; Kothawala et al., 2008; Mayes et al., 2012).
However, sorption models are parameterized only for the specific
conditions for which theywere derived, hence, they cannot account
for out-of-sample (i.e., outside the parameterization data set) ef-
fects of chemical conditions on adsorption, desorption, and
competitive sorption processes (e.g., Goldberg et al., 2007). In
contrast, Surface Complexation Models (SCMs) consider variable
biogeochemical conditions within a thermodynamic framework, by
usingmass action laws analogous to aqueous phase reactions. Since
SCMs can account for changes in chemical speciation, competitive
adsorption, and other multi-solute interactive chemical effects
(Davis and Kent,1990; Davis and Coston,1998), we implemented an
SCM in BAMS1 for this study.

The sorption of solutes on solid surfaces can be described as a
chemical reaction between aqueous species and surface sites
(surface complexation) (Dzombak, 1990).

Aþ S4A� S (3)

where A is the sorbate molecule, S is the sorbent site (surface); and
A� S represents the sorbed complex. At equilibrium, the sorption
reactions can be described by a mass action law equation:

KEq ¼ ½A� S�
½A�½S� (4)

where KEq is the equilibrium sorption constant, [A� S] represents
the concentration of surface complexes (mol kg�1

water), [A] is the
concentration of sorbate molecule (mol kg�1

water), and [S] is the
concentration of sorbent sites (molsites kg�1

water). In this study, we
investigated organo-mineral interactions in terms of the soil bulk
specific surface area (SBSSA, m2 gsoil�1 ) and equilibrium constraints.
The concentration of sorbent sites is calculated from input SBSSA
and site density (molsites m�2), fromwhich [S] is then computed as
a function of porosity and liquid saturation.

In the model, the total amount of available sorption sites
(molsites gsoil�1 ) limits the soil's capacity to store carbon and is
calculated as the product of the SBSSA and site density. We
assumed the soil with a bulk generic mineral surface with a site
density of 7.68 � 10�7 molsites m�2, which represents a typical site
density for clays and iron hydroxides (Davis and Coston, 1998)
multiplied by an assumedweight fraction (taken as the clay content
for each site) of such sorbing minerals in the soil. We assumed
weight fractions for CT-3.9ky and CT-29ky as 0.05 and 0.15,
respectively; for other sites (CT-40ky to CT-240ky and Russian
sites), we assumed a weight fraction of 0.3.

Monomers and DCWM are two primary species in the model
that exist in the aqueous phase and undergo sorption. However,
dissolved monomers and DCWM sorb onto bulk soil minerals
differently (Riley et al., 2014). Therefore, BAMS1 represents
monomers and DCWM sorption separately, but the sorption char-
acteristics of individual minerals were not modeled. Instead,
sorption onto soil minerals was modeled using an SBSSA without
considering electrostatic interactions. Wattel-Koekkoek and
Buurman (2004) showed that the mean residence time of SOM is
related to the cation-exchange capacity and specific minerals (e.g.,
kaolinite-bound organic matter), and electrostatic interactions may
be important in modeling D14C values of SOM. However, several
studies suggest that it is not possible to quantify the charge
correctly for assemblages of mixed minerals (e.g., soils and sedi-
ments) (Davis and Coston, 1998; Westall et al., 1995). Moreover,
because of the heterogeneity of soil organic carbon molecules, it is
reasonable to model SOM using a non-electrostatic approach
(Westall et al., 1995). Detailed inclusion of mineral double-layer
properties and spatially heterogeneous surface areas were
deemed beyond the scope of this study, and beyond the level of
first-order effects expected in our simulations. The SCM in this
study was applied to simulations held at constant temperature and
pH, but it could be used to investigate impacts of temperature and
pH based on data availability.

The decadic logarithm of the equilibrium sorption coefficients
(log(KEq)) of reactions of different functional groups of organic
carbonwith iron minerals has a wide range (8.25e13; (Lenhart and
Honeyman, 1999; Murphy et al., 1999)). We assumed relatively
smaller (9.08) and larger (11.25) log(KEq) values for monomers and
DCWM, respectively, based on our original work in BAMS1 (Riley
et al., 2014). We show below with a sensitivity analysis (Sections
3.3 and 4.2) that log(KEq) does not substantially affect equilibrium
SOM values.

Several studies have reported that SBSSA increases with soil
formation and age (up to a point) and decreases with increasing soil
depth (Hodson et al., 1998; White et al., 1996, 2009). However,
variation of SBSSAwith depth and time is complex. Consistent with
the idea that SBSSA increases as soils age, Merritts et al. (1991)
reported an increase in accumulated mass of several forms of
pedogenic iron and clay across the Chronosequence Terrace sites.
Although texture and mineralogical composition have been used to
develop various SBSSA pedotransfer functions (Whitfield and Reid,
2013; Feller et al., 1992; Mayer, 1994; White et al., 1996), it is
difficult to accurately extrapolate SBSSA to other soils (Whitfield
and Reid, 2013). Therefore, for simplicity, we consider SBSSA to
be a generic bulkmineral surface area and calibrate its value at each
of the ten sites, as described below. We then analyze relationships
between SBSSA and observed clay content across the sites.

Vanwalleghem et al. (2013) showed that the rate of soil forma-
tion may be described using an exponentially decreasing function
with depth, since many physical factors that control weathering,
such as temperature and soil moisture, are known to have expo-
nentially decreasing depth profiles (Amenu et al., 2005). On this
basis, we assumed that each CT and Russian site exhibits an expo-
nentially decreasing SBSSA with depth (a), i.e., a ¼ a0e�z=zm ; where
z is depth (m), zm is a constant (m), and a0 is the near-surface SBSSA.
Because we did not have direct measurements of either a0 or zm, we
estimated these parameters using SOM profiles observed at each
site.

During estimation, for each value of a0, we allowed zm to range
from 0 to 6m (0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75,1,1.25, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6). zm values of 0.0
and 6 m imply no gradient and the steepest gradient, respectively.
The best-fit values for a0 and zm were chosen for each site based on
R2 values (or coefficient of determination) and root mean squared
error (RMSE) between simulated and observed SOM content. R2

values are computed as follows:

R2 ¼ 1�
Pn

i¼1ðOi �MiÞ2Pn
i¼1

�
Oi � O

�2 (5)

where O are the n observed SOM values; O is the mean of the
observed SOM values; andM are the n estimated SOM values by the
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model. R2 value 1 denotes the perfect match between modeled and
observed values.

RMSE values are computed as follows:

RMSE ¼
Pn

i¼1ðOi �MiÞ2
n

(6)

RMSE values range from 0 to ∞; RMSE ¼ 0 denotes the perfect
match between modeled and observed values.

We selected all values of a0 and zm for each site when R2 and
RMSE values were in the 80th (top 20%) and 50th (top 50%) per-
centiles. High R2 values ensure that predicted SOM values follow
the qualitative SOM profile, and small RMSE values ensure that
predicted SOM values are close to observations.

Estimated SBSSA (a0) values ranged from 6.8 to 17.4 m2 gsoil�1 for
the CT sites. For the Russian sites, the estimated SBSSA was 39.1 m2

gsoil�1. The CT values were consistent with SBSSA values reported for
soils elsewhere in California under similar climatic conditions
(White et al., 1996). Subsequently, we used these values for a0 and
zm in BAMS1 to predict D14C values for each site that were esti-
mated using SOM values.

2.6. Reactive transport solver

We integrated the modified reaction network (BAMS1) and
surface complexation model in the one-dimensional version of the
multi-phase flow and reactive transport simulator TOUGHREACT
V2 (Xu et al., 2011). TOUGHREACT includes various processes to
simulate flow and reactive transport in variably saturated, non-
isothermal porous media, including advection; diffusion; repre-
sentation of multiple competing microbial populations (Xu, 2008);
adsorption and desorption; the soil energy budget; and equilibrium
and kinetic chemical and biochemical reactions. The flow and
transport are solved using integral finite difference spatial dis-
cretization. In addition, a sequential iteration approach as
described in Yeh and Tripathi (1991) is used to solve chemical
transport simulation. After solution of the flow equations, the fluid
velocities and phase saturations are used for chemical transport
simulation (Xu et al., 2011). The Darcy-Richards equation (Pruess,
1999) was used to model water flow, and the van Genuchten
(1980) model was used to relate matric potential and hydraulic
conductivity with soil water saturation. The overall mass balance
equation was then solved in a one-dimensional (1D) vertical
domain:

vCi
vt

¼ � v

vz

�
D
vCi
vz

þ vCi

�
þ
X
k

vCi
vt

����
k

(7)

where z (m) is the vertical dimension, t (s) is the time, D (m2 s�1) is
the effective aqueous or gaseous diffusivity, and v (m s�1) is the
bulk aqueous or gaseous velocity. The last term denotes the sum of
sinks or sources resulting from k reactive mechanisms.

2.7. Representing D14C values of SOM

SOM D14C data are useful benchmarks of soil biogeochemical
models, because D14C values are a function of the residence time of
soil carbon since its photosynthetic assimilation from the atmo-
sphere (Torn et al., 2009; Trumbore, 2000). Based on D14C obser-
vations, the residence time of SOM typically increases with depth
(Jenkinson and Coleman, 2008; Torn et al., 1997a, 2002; Trumbore,
2000, 2009). We predicted SOM D14C values by duplicating the
reaction network into one set of reactions in terms of 12C species,
and a separate but identical set of reactions in terms of 14C species
neglecting combinatorial effects in molecules with multiple C
atoms (see GEBIK and GEBIF equations in Maggi and Riley (2010)).
We then applied a first order decay term l (s�1) for 14C radioactive
decay (l ¼ 1/8267 y) to all 14C species in aqueous and sorbed
phases. Predicted and observed D14C values are reported in permil
(‰) denoting parts per thousand (Stuiver and Polach, 1999).

To account for the 14C bomb pulse, we imposed northern
hemispheric D14C values for 1950e1976 and 1977e2003 as re-
ported by Levin and Hesshaimer (2000) and Levin and Kromer
(2004), respectively, for the Northern California and Russian ob-
servations that were made in 2004 and 1997, respectively; the
archived Russian soil was collected between 1895 and 1903, before
14C release from nuclear weapons tests.

The observed D14C values of CT soils decreased from about 0‰ to
�710‰. D14C values are often more depleted in the older soils (CT-
118ky, CT-124ky-1, CT-124ky-2, and CT-240ky) than the younger
soils at the same depth; however, there are slightly higher D14C
values in CT-240ky than in CT-118ky (Masiello et al., 2004). The
Russian soils have D14C data from the pre-bomb era (Torn et al.,
2002). These soils were sampled 100 years apart; the D14C values
decreased from about 0‰ to �700‰, indicating very old carbon at
depth.
2.8. Climate forcing, boundary conditions, and initial conditions

For terraces in California, mean precipitation and evapotrans-
piration were imposed as 1000 mm yr�1 and 300 mm yr�1,
respectively (Masiello et al., 2004; http://www.ntsg.umt.edu/
project/mod16). For Russian sites, mean precipitation and evapo-
transpiration were imposed as 520 mm yr�1 and 460 mm yr�1,
respectively (Frolov, 2014; Torn et al., 2002).

Root profiles for the chronosequence terrace and Central Cher-
nozem Region grasslands were selected from the Global Root Dis-
tribution Profile database (Schenk and Jackson, 2002, 2005)
(available in ESA's Electronic Data Archive: Ecological Archives
M072-004-A1: http://www.esapubs.org/archive/mono/M072/004/
appendix-A.htm).

We imposed carbon inputs from leaf, wood, and root litter based
on simulations using CLM4.0 (Lawrence et al., 2011) and partitioned
into the soil using separate exponentially depth-distributed pro-
files. Baseline simulations with no soil carbon as an initial condition
and constant climate forcingwere run for 5000 years, except for the
youngest site, which was run for 3900 years, corresponding to its
estimated age.We verified that 5000 years of simulations produced
12C and 14C values for all components that werewithin 0.1% of those
after 10,000 years of simulations. Therefore, 5000 years of simu-
lations were effectively at steady state; the 5000-year simulations
were subsequently performed for computational tractability.
2.9. Model analyses

We simulated carbon cycling of the Chronosequence Terrace
sites with unchanged vegetation, temperature, and precipitation
conditions, but varying the SBSSA (Table 2). We performed analo-
gous simulations for soils of the Central Chernozem Region of
Russia. We performed sensitivity analyses of SOM and D14C profiles
to changes in SBSSA, sorption coefficients, and vertical carbon input
profiles using the CT-29ky site. Model predictions were compared
to observations using R2 and RMSE values as described by Equa-
tions (5) and (6).

http://www.ntsg.umt.edu/project/mod16
http://www.ntsg.umt.edu/project/mod16
http://www.esapubs.org/archive/mono/M072/004/appendix-A.htm
http://www.esapubs.org/archive/mono/M072/004/appendix-A.htm


Table 2
Estimated soil bulk specific surface area (m2 gsoil�1 ) for the two studied sites.

Sites Soil bulk specific surface area, a0 (m2 gsoil�1 ) Exponential Decay Constant, zm (Depth Profile)

CT-3.9ky 7:6 0
CT-29ky 11:6 0:5
CT-40ky 6:8� 9:5 0:5
CT-118ky 13:5� 17:4 0:75
CT-124ky-1 6:8� 17:4 0:75
CT-124ky-2 13:5� 17:4 0:75
CT-240ky 13:5� 14:8 0:75
Russian Steppe: Archive, Pit1, and Pit2 39:1 2:25
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3. Results

3.1. SOM predictions for the chronosequence terrace and chernozem
sites

We performed simulations to estimate total SOM stocks for the
Chronosequence Terrace sites, where mineral composition varied
significantlywith site age along the chronosequence (Merritts et al.,
1991). To determine whether observed patterns in carbon stock
among the sites could be caused by changes in mineralogy, we
imposed the SBSSA given in Table 2. For site CT-3.9ky, there was
only one combination that met the R2 and RMSE criteria. For site
CT-29ky, there were three combinations of the SBSSA (m2 gsoil�1 ) [(a)
9.3, (b) 11.6, and (c) 13.9] and the corresponding exponential
decreasing constants [(a) 0, (b) 0.5, and (c) 0.5], but two of the best
three RMSE values (a and c) were more than 30% and 50% greater
than the smallest RMSE value. Additionally, three combinations had
little difference in R2 values [(a) 0.768 (b) 0.768 (c) 0.761 for site CT-
29ky]. For all other sites, we chose the range of a0 and zm based on
the smallest RMSE values.We also report the range of a0 and zm that
had RMSE values within 10% of the smallest RMSE value for each
site (Table 2). We found that a0 and zm have increasing trends along
Fig. 2. Predicted and observed SOM content at the seven Ch
the chronosequnce. The increasing trend of a0 along the chro-
nosequence is consistent with the idea that older sites experience
more weathering and therefore have higher SBSSA. The larger zm
for older sites is consistent with weathering occurring over a longer
time extent.

The model predictions with the best-fit parameters broadly
matched the observed total and vertical SOM profiles in these sites
(Fig. 2). Total SOM (between 0 and 2 m depth) was accurately
predicted across these seven Chronosequence Terrace sites
(R2 ¼ 0.81). Good matches with observed SOM profiles were pre-
dicted in the three youngest sites (CT-3.9ky, R2 ¼ 0.75; CT-29ky,
R2 ¼ 0.76, and CT-40ky, R2 ¼ 0.94). Although we report R2 values
for the comparison between predicted and observed SOM values
across depth, we note that this statistic should be interpreted
carefully, since there are strong correlations across depth of SOM
stocks. For example, a model error near the surface can propagate
to depth, where it may result in larger error, but that error will not
be indicative of model process representation errors at that depth.
The least weathered site (CT-3.9ky) had the least SOM in both ob-
servations and predictions. For the older sites (CT-118ky, CT-124ky-
1, CT-124ky-2, and CT-240ky), the model relatively accurately
predicted SOM above 0.50e1.0 m depth and over-predicted SOM
ronosequence Terrace sites south of Eureka, California.
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below 1.0 m depth. We discuss these discrepancies in Section 4.1.
We performed analogous simulations to estimate total SOM

stocks at the three Chernozem sites (one archive and two modern
soils) and compared the results to observations by Torn et al.
(2002). Simulation results for all three sites had good overall cor-
relations with observations (R2 ¼ 0.97, 0.96, and 0.90 for the
Archive, Pit1, and Pit2 soils, respectively; Fig. 3). However, the
model slightly under-predicted SOM content between 0.2 and
0.5 m and over-predicted SOM content between 0.7 and 1.2 m for
the Archive soils. The variation in the field observations gives an
indication of the spatial heterogeneity and sampling and analytical
precision, since the three observational datasets are nearby in the
same system.

Although we do not have observations of individual SOM
components to compare to our predictions, the predicted vertical
profiles highlight the processes that control bulk SOM content. For
example, at the CT-29ky site (Fig. 2B), input polymers (lignin, cel-
lulose, hemicellulose) were predicted to be in the top meter of soil
at steady state, due to imposed vertical carbon input profiles and
model assumption that polymers are not transported by advection
(Fig. 4D, 4E, 4G). Lignin had the largest concentration among input
polymers.

Because monomers can dissolve into the aqueous phase and
move vertically by advection and diffusion, sorbedmonomers had a
deeper concentration profile (Fig. 4H and 4I) than did the input
polymers (Fig. 4D, 4E, 4G). Predicted aerobic bacteria (Fig. 4A)
comprised more than 90% of the total microbial biomass, while the
fungal biomass (Fig. 4B) was largest at the surface and declined
rapidly with depth.

3.2. D14C predictions of total SOM

Simulations at the Chronosequence Terrace sites (Fig. 5) resulted
in D14C values with profiles qualitatively consistent with observa-
tions. The model under-predicted D14C values in the top 0.2 m of
the three younger sites (CT-3.9ky, CT-29ky, CT-40ky), but pre-
dictions were close (10‰e40‰) to observations between 0.20 m
and 1 m depth in the CT-29ky and CT-40ky sites, respectively.
Observed D14C values in the CT-3.9ky site did not follow a clear
pattern with depth, and the model did not predict this high
Fig. 3. Predicted and observed SOM content for 3 si
variability. In the older sites (CT-124ky-1, CT-124ky-2, CT-118ky, CT-
240ky), predictions deeper than 0.2 m were consistently less 14C
depleted or younger than the observations. We performed sensi-
tivity studies (perturbing SBSSA, sorption coefficients, and carbon
input profiles) to identify mechanisms potentially responsible for
biases between the model predictions and observations.

At the Chernozem site, the model predictions qualitatively
matched the D14C value profile down to 1 m in the Archive and Pit2
soils, and accurately matched the two available data points in the
shallow soil (at 0.2 m depth) in the Pit1 soil (Fig. 6). In the Archive
and Pit1 soils, the predicted D14C values were less depleted than
observed below 1 m depth, while the deeper Pit2 soil D14C obser-
vations were more accurately captured. Also, the model (1) over-
estimated 14C depletion in the top 0.1 m in the Archive and Pit1/
Pit2 observations; (2) predicted a larger incorporation of the bomb
14C signal between about 0.2 and 1 m than observed; and (3) about
correctly captured the observed differences in the top 0.1 m D14C
values between the Archive and post-bomb Pits.

Although observations of D14C values for individual SOM com-
ponents were not available for comparison with our predictions,
vertical D14C profiles for individual SOM components may indicate
the processes predicted to control bulk SOM content and D14C
values. For example, using simulations from the CT-29ky site
(Fig. 5B), the microbial biomass (aerobic bacteria) and dissolved
monomers D14C values (Fig. 7) broadly follow the bulk SOM D14C
values (Fig. 5B), indicating rapid recycling of SOM between sorbed
and dissolved phases, and the relatively fast turnover by aerobic
bacteria. The more depleted D14C values of fungal biomass below
the carbon input zone (below about 0.7 m) occurred because of
fungal decomposition of DCWM. The predicted D14C values for
DCWM, which was used in the model to represent microbial cell
wall polymers resulting from microbial death, were relatively
depleted even in the top 0.5 m of soil. The fraction of sorbed SOM
that is DCWM increased monotonically with depth below 1 m (not
shown), reaching 15% by 2 m depth from 8% at 1 m depth.

3.3. Sensitivity analysis for total SOM

To better characterize the impact of organo-mineral interactions
on SOM dynamics, we analyzed the sensitivity of SOM content to
tes in the Central Chernozem Region of Russia.



Fig. 4. Predictions of modeled carbon components after 5000 years using the simulation from the CT-29ky site.

Fig. 5. D14C values of total SOM at the end of 5000-year simulations (except for CT-3.9ky that is after 3900-year) at the seven Chronosequence Terrace sites south of Eureka,
California.
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SBSSA, sorption coefficients, and carbon input profiles. For these
analyses, CT-29ky site was used as the baseline scenario (Fig. 2B).

We varied SBSSA by ±10%, ±20%, and ±50% from the baseline
value for this site throughout the soil column. Resulting variations
in SOM stocks were approximately proportional to these changes
(Fig. 8A). Varying monomer and DCWM sorption coefficients (KEqÞ
throughout the soil column by ±10%, ±20%, and ±50% from the
baseline value had little impact on SOM stocks (Fig. 8B and 8C).
In order to test the sensitivity of the depth distribution of plant

inputs on vertically-resolved SOM stocks, we varied zm by ±10%,
±20%, and ±50% from the baseline values but held the total rate of
carbon inputs unchanged. These carbon input profiles changes had
little impact on SOM stocks in the soil column (Fig. 8D), primarily
because more than 90% of available sorption sites were occupied



Fig. 6. D14C values of total SOM at the end of 5000-year simulations at three sites in the Central Chernozem Region of Russia.

Fig. 7. Predictions of D14C values of modeled carbon components at the end of a 5000-year simulation for the CT-29ky site.
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(Fig. 9) by sorbed monomers and DCWM (Figs. 4 and 9). The dif-
ferences in carbon saturation associated with the different carbon
input profiles were less than 5% in the top meter. Below 1 m, the
differences in carbon saturation were within ±15% of the baseline
simulation. However, the SOM content was less than 0.0001 kgC
kg�1

soil below 1 m depth.

3.4. Sensitivity analysis for SOM D14C values

We conducted a sensitivity analysis of D14C values with the
same variations described for SOM stocks. Altering SBSSA and
sorption coefficients throughout the column by ±10%, ±20%, and
±50% from the baseline values (CT-29ky) had very small effects on
D14C (Fig. 10A, 10B, and 10C). In contrast, changes in the vertical
carbon input profiles had large impacts on D14C (Fig. 10D), with the
shallower carbon input profiles producing more depleted D14C
values below about 0.2 m depth. Enhanced depletion occurred
because SOC in deeper soil was not replenished by new carbon as
quickly in the case of shallower carbon input profiles because of
retardation caused by transport, microbial consumption and
release through mortality, and sorption. Moreover, even though
bulk SOM stock was not sensitive to carbon input profile due to
saturation of soil bulk specific surface area, the deeper carbon input
profiles introduced new carbon deeper into the soil, resulting in
less depleted D14C values in the deeper carbon input profile sce-
nario relative to the shallow carbon input scenario.

4. Discussion

4.1. Predicted SOM stocks and D14C values

The modified BAMS1 model predicted SOM stocks for the seven
Chronosequence Terrace sites in broad agreement with observed
profiles (R2 between 0.75 and 0.94) and for the three Russian
grassland profiles in excellent agreement (R2 between 0.90 and
0.97) with observed profiles. We note that it is possible to relatively



Fig. 8. Sensitivity of SOM profiles due to changes in (A) soil bulk specific surface area, (B) monomer sorption coefficients, (C) DCWM sorption coefficients, and (D) carbon input
profiles. Deep carbon input profile3 is the deepest plant-input profile, and shallow carbon input profile1 is the shallowest plant-input profile.

Fig. 9. Percent saturation of available sorption sites for various carbon input profiles.
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accurately calibrate different types of SOM decomposition models
against integrated near-surface bulk SOM observations (He et al.,
2014; Luo et al., 2015). However, it is difficult to infer the relative
importance of various decomposition mechanisms by using bulk
SOM observations alone.

For comparison, the recent study by Ahrens et al. (2015) used
more extensive measurements (total and D14C values of SOC and
mineral-associated carbon andmicrobial biomass) at a single site to
calibrate 11 parameters in their vertically-resolved SOM model.
Sulman et al. (2014) used the responses of microbial biomass and
decomposition of monomers to amendments of a simple substrate
to calibrate microbial and decomposition parameters of their
model. Our approach of calibrating only two parameters to predict
total SOM, and then using SOMD14C values as independent tests for
the calibration, is sufficiently robust to justify using the model to
evaluate hypotheses relating mineral controls on SOC stabilization
to SOM storage. However, we acknowledge that more measure-
ments of system properties could improve model calibration,
which we will pursue in future work. Specific examples of abiotic
and biotic properties that would be valuable within a model
structure like BAMS1 include for example, mineral adsorbed SOM,
chemical properties of dissolved monomers, microbial biomass and
activity, and mineral surface properties (Conant et al., 2011).

The secondary constraint of accurately representing vertically-
resolved SOM D14C values implies that BAMS1 is more likely ac-
counting for the mechanisms important in establishing observed
vertical profiles of soil organic matter. For instance, predictions of
D14C values of modeled carbon components (Fig. 7) showed that



Fig. 10. Sensitivity of D14C values of total SOM to changes in the (A) soil bulk specific surface area, (B) monomer sorption coefficients, (C) DCWM sorption coefficients, and (D)
carbon input profiles.
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the fungal D14C values were relatively enriched and close to at-
mospheric values, because fungi degrade input polymers (cellulose,
hemicellulose, lignin), which was consistent with the relatively fast
turnover of these compounds. In addition, the predicted D14C
values for DCWM were comparatively depleted even near the
surface. This depletion occurred because we assumed that the cell
wall material is relatively difficult to decompose when sorbed to
mineral surfaces, and therefore accumulated over long periods.
Altogether, our model results indicate that (1) relatively fast mi-
crobial SOM cycling (~o(0.1 to 1 y)), (2) vertical transport, (3)
mineral stabilization, and (4) relatively slow decomposition of
DCWM led to predictions that were consistent with observed ver-
tical profiles of SOM bulk content and D14C values.

These mechanisms are consistent with conclusions from recent
studies that emphasize the importance of interactions among
substrate availability, microorganisms, mineral surfaces, and slow
depolymerization of substrates like DCWM in determining SOM
profiles (Dungait et al., 2012; K€ogel-Knabner, 2002; Schmidt et al.,
2011). The mechanisms represented in BAMS1 did not impose
intrinsic long turnover times and are in contrast to the widely
applied pseudo-first-order SOM decomposition models, which
impose a range of intrinsic decomposition rates on modeled SOM
pools (Braakhekke et al., 2011, 2014; Koven et al., 2013; Parton et al.,
1987). For example, RothPC-1 (Jenkinson and Coleman, 2008) and
CLM4.5 (Koven et al., 2013) impose depth-dependent SOM
decomposition rates, mimicking the reduced microbial activity at
depth that is dynamically prognosed in BAMS1.

Although pseudo-first-order approaches (Braakhekke et al.,
2011; Jenkinson and Coleman, 2008; Koven et al., 2013; Tang
et al., 2013) have been calibrated to represent vertical gradients
of SOM content, they will likely predict different perturbation re-
sponses (compared to BAMS1) to changes in temperature, mois-
ture, pH, and carbon inputs expected under climate change (Riley
et al., 2014). Along the same line, Luo et al. (2015) highlighted
that pseudo-first-order models of SOM lead to large uncertainty in
predicting soil carbon and perturbation responses, particularly
with future expected warming and drying conditions. They further
emphasized the need to represent the microbial community and its
carbon use efficiency as a function of environmental changes for
accurate predictions of SOM stocks. For example, an earlier
perturbation analysis with BAMS1 (Riley et al., 2014) showed that
interactions between microbial activity and vertical transport can
lead to rapid changes in decomposition rates (e.g., from microbial
priming) that would not emerge in a pseudo-first-order model that
does not explicitly represent microbial activity.

Schimel et al. (2011) observed that pulsed drying and wetting
events led to respiration from relatively old SOM, indicating that
this old SOM may not be inert because of its association with
mineral surfaces. Xu et al. (2004) reported the occurrence of short-
lived, but high-rate respiratory pulses after rain events in a Cali-
fornia grassland site. Lawrence et al. (2009) found that accounting
for explicit exoenzyme and microbial decomposition controls
improved representation of pulsed rewetting responses, although
the simpler pseudo-first-order models they applied were more
accurate under steady-state conditions. Our, and the recent results
described above, argue that explicitly representing microbial ac-
tivity and organo-mineral interactions in landmodels may improve
carbon cycle predictions under dynamic climate forcing conditions.

4.2. Sensitivity analyses

Soil surface properties change during soil development due to
the formation of clays and other sorbent minerals (e.g., amorphous
or poorly crystalline aluminum, iron, and manganese hydroxides),
which can store more SOM than ordered minerals associated with
younger soils (Masiello et al., 2004; Mayer, 1994; Merritts et al.,
1991; Six et al., 2000). There is evidence that SBSSA increases
with age up to a certain point, and then decreases (e.g., in Oxisols)
(Hodson et al., 1998). Moreover, soil weathering affects SBSSA and
reactivity (Maher et al., 2009; White et al., 1996, 2009). To examine
these interactions within our modeling framework, we performed
sensitivity analyses around our baseline values of soil bulk specific
surface area and sorption coefficients. SOM content was affected
throughout the column approximately proportionally to the
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imposed changes in SBSSA (Fig. 8A). Thus, a fractional change in
SBSSA led to a comparable fractional change in SOM storage, at
equilibrium. These results are consistent with previous studies that
noted a positive correlation between mineral content and organic
carbon in soils (Kaiser and Guggenberger, 2003; Mayer, 1994).

In contrast, the imposed changes in monomer and DCWM
sorption coefficients did not affect SOM stocks (Fig. 8B). If sorption
sites are mostly saturated (as they are at equilibrium in our simu-
lations), increasing the sorption coefficients does not change the
amount of sorbed monomers or DCWM. In particular, changes in
sorption coefficients at or near saturation of mineral surface sites
had little impact on SOM content.

Several studies have suggested that weathering-related controls
on SOM content are likely related to the surface chemistry of pri-
mary and secondary minerals (Chorover et al., 2004; Guggenberger
and Kaiser, 2003). In our sensitivity analyses, we found that SOM
D14C values were largely unaffected by imposed changes in SBSSA
and sorption coefficients (Fig. 10A, 10B, 10C). This result is consis-
tent with the model structure we imposed in BAMS1, where an
increasing sorption capacity resulted in an increased adsorbed
carbon pool in equilibrium with an aqueous concentration that is
similar to that predicted with the original sorption capacity. The
aqueous carbon concentration is effectively set by microbial activ-
ity, which is relatively constant as a function of sorption capacity.
The microbial activity sets the effective decomposition rate of car-
bon inputs, thus leading to similar D14C values and inferred turn-
over times. A recent study conducted by Ahrens et al. (2015) also
concluded that microbial interactions and aqueous carbon con-
centration control D14C at depth and that sorption acts as a buffer
for aqueous carbon concentration in the soil column. Sorption
processes suppress microbial activity by physically protecting
substrate and maintaining equilibrium microbial activity by grad-
ually releasing carbon in the soil column as suggested in Riley et al.
(2014).

The BAMS1 receptor-controlled decomposition rate is in
contrast to the donor-controlled decomposition mechanism
imposed in multi-pool, pseudo-first-order carbon decomposition
models. In those models, larger SOM content could be obtained by
reducing the turnover times (e.g., of the ‘slow’ pool), and arguing
that the turnover times were functions of soil mineral properties.
The result of such a change would be longer residence times. Thus,
BAMS1 prognoses different D14C patterns in response to differences
in soil mineralogy relative to models that impose longer turnover
times, creating and highlighting an observational metric to inform
which type of model structure is more appropriate.

Leifeld et al. (2009) reported that the residence time inferred
from D14C measurements of mineral-associated organic matter was
positively related to soil mineral surface area. In our simulations,
SBSSA is strongly positively correlated with D14C values across
depth at the CT sites (except for the youngest site; CT-3.9ky), and
positively correlated at a lower level at CT-3.9ky, CT-29ky, CT-118ky,
and CT-124ky for D14C integrated over depth. We also found low
sensitivity of predicted D14C values to SBSSA in our sensitivity
analysis of the CT-29ky site, as described above. We therefore
conclude that the observed and modeled correlation between
SBSSA and D14C values across depth is not causative, but rather
emerges from the combination of microbial activity, vertical
transport of monomers, and stabilization on mineral surfaces.

Changes in the vertical carbon input profiles had a negligible
impact on the bulk SOM profiles, which is consistent with studies
that have shown that mineral-associated SOM is a function of the
carbon saturation deficit (Castellano et al., 2015; Cotrufo et al.,
2013). In addition, Holub et al. (2005) found little impact of
belowground organic carbon input profile on SOM stocks in two
different forest soils after 4 and 11 years. Clearly, there is an upper
limit to the equilibrium mineral soil carbon level associated with
the soil carbon saturation capacity. Stewart et al. (2009) argued that
carbon stabilization capacity can be quantified for different SOM
pools, e.g., non-protected vs. physically, chemically, or biochemi-
cally protected SOM pools. A potential reason for a small effect of
carbon input profiles on SOM content is that sorption sites were
saturated at steady state (Fig. 9). Several observational studies have
also demonstrated that mineral-associated fractions exhibit
carbon-saturation behavior (Castellano et al., 2015; Hassink and
Whitmore, 1997). Most contemporary SOM models assume a
strong linkage between carbon input profiles (root, litter, and wood
litter) and SOM accumulation, but soils have finite capacities to
accumulate carbon (Gottschalk et al., 2012). Soils may become
saturated and reach equilibrium because of different combinations
of soil texture, mineralogy, and climatic regimes (Chung et al., 2010;
Six et al., 2002; Stewart et al., 2009). Therefore, it is desirable to
represent carbon-saturation behavior of soils in SOM models.

In contrast, vertical carbon input profiles had a significant
impact on predicted SOM D14C values (Fig. 10D). Sorbed monomers
and DCWM dominated bulk SOM content below 0.7 m. SOM D14C
values reflect the carbon residence time, which varies with carbon
input profile; for example, deeper carbon input profiles will add
younger carbon to deeper soil organic matter. Similarly, some
studies of soil carbon storage and turnover demonstrated that, at a
particular soil depth, carbon residence time is associatedwith input
rates at that depth (Trumbore, 2009; Wang et al., 2013). Since we
perturbed vertical carbon input profiles while keeping the total
carbon input equal, we conclude that variations in carbon input
depth profiles can alter SOM residence time because of microbial
and abiotic controls on SOM cycling.

4.3. SOM modeling approaches

Currently, there are two broad classes of SOMmodels capable of
integration with climate-scale land models: (1) pseudo-first order
multi-pool models and (2) models representing explicit microbial
and physical protection processes. Each of these model structures
can be calibrated to match current SOM observations, but they will
likely predict very different responses to climate perturbations.
Clearly, there are trade-offs between model structural complexity,
parameterization, and computational tractability in representing
carbon dynamics at larger scales. Although current analyses are
insufficient to argue that the increased complexity of the more
mechanistic models will increase predictive capability under dy-
namic climate forcing, we argue that further development is war-
ranted because these models integrate known relevant
mechanisms (e.g., microbial dynamics, SOM chemical composition,
and mineral-surface versus aqueous SOM partitioning) and are
therefore expected to provide an explanation to observations of
these mechanisms. One possible approach to reduce the additional
computational costs associated with more complex SOM repre-
sentations is the development of reduced order or surrogate
models that could capture much of the important dynamics at
substantially lower computational costs than the full model (e.g.,
Pau et al. (2016)).

4.4. Caveats and future model development

We modeled chemical components that were not observed
individually to test our model. Although, it is possible to achieve
total SOM content with various combinations of parameters, we
used various metrics to test the validity of our assumptions, e.g.,
lignin content, fungi-to-aerobic bacteria biomass ratios, and D14C
values of SOM. We have not tested model structural uncertainty
because of unavailability of observations of each modeled
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component; however, our analysis provides insights into processes
that are not possible with a pseudo-first order SOM modeling
framework.

As with all SOM modeling analyses, the complexity of SOM
dynamics requires substantial simplification of process represen-
tation and interconnections between processes. Among the many
potential resulting problems, an interesting complication in rep-
resenting microbial SOM dynamics arises because of recent work
suggesting that Michaelis-Menten kinetics (which we applied here
and are commonly applied in most microbe-explicit SOM models)
may be inappropriate to represent the complex consumer, sub-
strate, and abiotic interactions that occur during SOM decomposi-
tion (Tang and Riley, 2015; Tang et al., 2013) as well as in
combinatorial isotope speciation and fractionation (Maggi and
Riley, 2010). We did not apply these concepts in the current anal-
ysis but acknowledge that uncertainties in these interactions may
cause uncertainty in our model results.

We also did not account here for temporal frequency of climate
forcing (Arora et al., 2016; Grant et al., 2006; Lawrence et al., 2009;
Schimel et al., 2011), feedbacks with vegetation (Turner et al.,
2004), and nutrient constraints on decomposition (Parton et al.,
1987), despite their potential importance on emergent SOM pro-
files; future work will address these shortcomings.

The model introduced here represents a one-dimensional soil
column, but terrestrial ecosystems have spatial horizontal hetero-
geneity that may affects SOM dynamics in non-uniform soil for-
mations (Arora et al., 2011; Frei et al., 2012; Li et al., 2008; Molins
et al., 2012). Moreover, pore and molecular-scale processes and
their effects on carbon exchanges between land and the atmo-
sphere are expected to vary because of the temporal variability
associatedwithmany factors, including climate (Koven et al., 2013),
lithology (Jobb�agy and Jackson, 2000), seasonal dynamics (Grant
et al., 2006), interfacial chemistry (Torn et al., 1997b), edaphic
properties (Bird et al., 2002), soil moisture (Riley and Shen, 2014;
Sivapalan, 2005), temperature (Davidson and Janssens, 2006), and
vegetation (Turner et al., 2004). To bridge gaps between molec-
ulare, sitee, regional-, and climate-scale modeling, interdisci-
plinary and multi-scale approaches will be required to account for
the complex feedbacks that occur between hydrology, plant pro-
cesses, microbial degradation, and mineralogical controls on car-
bon stocks and residence time.

5. Conclusions

We modified BAMS1, by incorporating a surface complexation
model and reducing the complexity of monomer speciation, and
integrated it with a vertically-resolved, multiphase reactive trans-
port solver (TOUGHREACT) to investigate the impact of soil
mineralogy on SOM dynamics. By accounting for microbial activity,
sorption, and vertical transport, the model reasonably predicted
SOM stocks and D14C values at seven sites along a soil chronose-
quence in Northern California and three grassland sites in Russia.
Model predictions were consistent with expectations of fun-
gi:aerobic bacteria ratios. Our sensitivity analyses indicated that
SBSSA was the dominant control over organic carbon stocks at
these sites and that sorption coefficients did not strongly affect total
SOM stocks. We found that the observed and modeled correlation
between SBSSA and D14C values across depth at each site is not
causative, but rather emerges from the combination of microbial
activity, vertical transport of monomers (DOC), and stabilization on
mineral surfaces. Our model sensitivity analyses at an intermediate
age site (CT-29ky) highlighted the impact of sorption coefficients
and SBSSA on SOM D14C values (which is a proxy of SOM residence
times). Predicted SOM D14C values showed little sensitivity to
changes in sorption coefficients of monomers and dead cell wall
material and to the SBSSA, but were very sensitive to vertical car-
bon input profiles. Our results demonstrate that a model structure
with explicit microbial activity, individual SOM components,
vertically-resolved aqueous transport, andmineral surface sorption
can lead to realistic bulk SOM and D14C values, and that the
emergent system responses tomodel parameters and inputs will be
different than those from traditional pseudo-first order models. We
therefore conclude that integration of this type of more mecha-
nistically explicit model structure should be considered in climate-
scale land models.
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